
Job Description - Summer Guide 2020

Fixed Term Contract 15th June - 5th September 2020

Role Background

Basking Shark Scotland (along with Dive Oban & Argyll) is a well established wildlife 
adventure business in Argyll. The peak of the activity is during the spring, summer and 
autumn with winter mainly utilised for planning and marketing.

We are a well respected operation with an ethos of environmental best practice, an active 
research programme, quality equipment and staff with a friendly and motivated outlook. 
We strive for excellence in our products and highly value a quality client experience. We 
seek to be an ambassador to tourism in Scotland, its’ wildlife and to people visiting the 
area. 

We require a professional but easy going, well organised and cool headed individual who 
is able to work under pressure for our Summer Guide position for the 2020 season. 

Full training will be given in the duties but it would be expected that the successful 
candidate would have the professional skills and experience required. Marine science, 
elasmobranch/wildlife and free/diving skills are valuable to fully integrate into the variety of 
the role. It is essential the candidate have a friendly personality and be able to easily 
integrate into the team environment. The Guide will be an integral part of the Basking 
Shark Scotland Team working under the supervision of the Senior Staff of Cearban Ltd. 
The position will encompass guiding and crewing duties of the tour schedule and scientific 
projects.

Role Location

We are mainly based in Oban and relocate to the Isle of Coll for the peak summer season 
- mid-July, August & September. There may be mobile working from at Dunstaffnage 
Marina, in the Oban office and out in the Hebridean islands. It is expected that the 
employee would be located in Oban by the start of the contract. Accommodation will be 
provided on the island of Coll during the peak season.
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Main Duties

Although the list is not exhaustive this is an indication of main duties involved in the role. 
The role does require a lot of flexibility, give the nature of the business at sea with 
limitations of weather, transport links and highly migratory wildlife.

The main tasks associated with the role are summarised below:

1) Guiding

• Organising the hire equipment prior to the trips
• Meeting, greeting and organising passengers 
• Giving trip briefings to incoming passengers 
• Driving company van as required, e.g meeting boats, moving equipment, on ferry, 

assisting with client transport as required
• Snorkel guiding
• Land based guiding 
• Wildlife guiding
• Preparing and loading/ unloading of RIBSs 
• Washing gear 
• Gear maintenance
• Any other reasonable related duties. 

2)   Crewing Boats

• Rope handing
• Safety tasks
• Assisting passengers
• Delivering safety briefings
• Providing refreshments

3)  Science

• Assisting in implementation of the scientific aims of the company
• Conducting research into basking sharks and other species as required
• Creating scientific projects, plans & guides
• Collecting and analysing data
• Photo ID projects 
• Report writing
• Talks
• Training of passengers through lectures and practical exercises.

4) Admin/ Office Based Tasks

• Organising trip information sheets and gear requirements for upcoming trips and 
expeditions.

• Operational organisation between skippers, boats, shore staff and guides.
• Assisting with sales from the online shop/merchandise e.g. postage or delivery to clients
• Assisting with events, talks, group visits as required
• Assisting with hire-gear preparation and maintenance
• Assisting with cameras, equipment and or filming/photography
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• Organising company presence at events and trade shows.

Job Conditions

Fixed Term - 15th June - 5th September 2020

A probationary period of 4 weeks from the start of the employment will be undertaken. 
There may be possibilities for extension or other work over the closed season.

Pay - £3813-£4055 (depending on age and experience) based on 40 hours per week for 
fixed term period. This includes holiday allowance which will be paid at the end of the 
contract.

Hours are averaged over the term of the contract and are based on flexible working with 7 
days per week during the peak season. Weekend working will be required. No holidays are 
permitted to be taken during the peak season on Coll - 18th July until 5th September).

Equipment Discounts - Employees are able to take advantage of BSS trade accounts for 
purchasing equipment.

Uniform - BSS will provide branded t-shirts/ hoodies for wearing on official duties with the 
public or on trips. Otherwise, for non-public facing time informal dress is appropriate.

Competencies for the role of Summer Guide 

Essential

• Current First Aid Certificate 

• Full UK driving license 

• UK marine biology qualification or equivalent and/or relevant experience 

• Ability to handle rough sea conditions 

• Wildlife/ boat guiding experience

• Snorkel guiding experience

• UK diving/snorkelling experience

• Boat crewing experience

• ML5 medical

• Reasonable level of personal fitness.

Desirable

• CMAS 3* equivalent qualification
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• Oxygen Administration Qualification/Experience

• Hebridean Ecosystem & Iconic Species Knowledge (i.e sharks, cetaceans, seals,  

Underwater species) 

• Knowledge of Argyll & Inner Hebrides Area 

• Interest/ability in photography/videography

In addition to these skills the Summer Guide will be approachable, flexible, hard working, 
adaptable and well organised. We are dependent on staff to deliver quality products, be 
happy and encouraging to customers when it’s raining and we haven’t found any sharks 
yet, be able to think on their feet when something goes wrong and fix problems without a 
fuss. You can imagine that the flat calm days with lots of sharks are incredible but it’s not 
always that easy! We need people to go the extra mile to ensure our clients have great 
experience and leave great reviews! 

Expected Physical Fitness 

An ML5 medical fitness to dive which is required for the role tests physiological suitability. 
However physical fitness to a good standard is required for this role. We would expect the 
Summer Guide to have a good general level of physical fitness and stamina/ resilience for 
operations in the Atlantic.
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